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ABSTRACT
Implant placement in maxillary anterior region has always been challenging for the implantologists. Different levels of
gingival display along with the uncertainty of soft and hard tissue changes post-extraction make things highly predictable
in this part of the alveolar ridges. This difficulty is augmented by the patient's desire to have teeth in this aesthetic zone
immediately. Researchers have devised certain techniques to address this issue and one such method of an immediate,
highly esthetic rehabilitation is called as the Socket Shield Technique. The use of cortical engagement in this region
along with socket shield technique gives the operator an opportunity to immediately load the prosthesis with optimal
esthetic outcomes. Another challenging issue secondary to implant therapy is peri-implant infections including the
commoner peri-implantitis. The presence of rough implant surfaces, when exposed to oral environment, lead to the
formation of a kind of nidus which, further, feeds soft and hard tissue loss. Presence of a peri-apical pathology from
previous dentition may, also, infect the implant surface. An attempt was made in this case to utilize the Socket Shield
Technique along with provision of smooth-surfaced dental implants, stabilized with cortical engagement, for the
replacement of missing maxillary anterior teeth.
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INTRODUCTION
Edentulous maxillary anterior region poses a challenge to the operator as different levels of lip line along with different
tissue biotypes make post-extraction tissue changes highly unpredictable [1]. The existing literature is devoid of studies
supporting complete tissue preservation and immediate implant placement. Post-extraction tissue changes are always
expected and unpredictable and this uncertainty is best understood by the classification given by Joseph YK Kan et al. [2]
which describes the relationship between the housing of roots in the alveolar bone and the eventual resorption patterns
expected or, seen. Historically, attempts have been made to control these changes using the pontic shield technique and the
root submergence technique. Socket shield technique is one such procedures towards this effort of complete tissue
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preservation and immediate implant placement [3]. This procedure which forms a protective shield helps achieve
periodontal ligament mediated ridge preservation. The socket-shield technique (SST) was first described by Hürzeler MB et
al. [4] which consists of leaving a root fragment when extracting the tooth, specifically, the vestibular portion of the coronal
third of the root. Socket shield principle states that root fragments intentionally retained in close proximity to or, in contact
with the dental implants help to preserve or, promote the buccal and/or, proximal crestal alveolar bone.

CASE REPORT
The present case involves a male patient who reported to the Department with a chief complaint of grossly destructed teeth
in upper front tooth region (Figure 1). The medical history was not conclusive. The patient was advised CBCT for diagnosis
which revealed peri-apical lesion in relation to the endodontically treated tooth in the maxillary anterior region (Figure
2). The presence of peri-apical lesion was explained to the patient. After discussing the peri-apical lesion, esthetic
consideration and need for immediate restoration of the lost teeth, the treatment mode decided was the placement of
cortically engaged, smooth-surfaced implants using the so-recognized socket-shield technique (SST). Following the
required steps, the palatal aspect of the tooth was carefully removed using a periotome (Figure 3A & Figure 3B). Slight
elevation of the buccal and palatal flaps was performed to allow proper access for carrying-out curettage of the peri-apical
lesions. Curettage was performed using curettes and rotary degranulation burs followed by a copious irrigation with
Betadine and saline. Osteotomy was performed and a 2 mm drill was used to perforate the nasal floor. Nasal floor
engagement provided rigid stabilization to the implant. The implant system used was BCES EX®. This implant system is
designed to engage the fresh extraction sockets. It has a tapered design with smooth surface and active threads (Figure 4).
Three implants were placed ensuring that they engage the nasal floor. Care was taken not to pressurize socket-shield during
the placement of implants. Immediately after implant placement, impressions were made for the final prosthesis. According
to the principles of immediate loading of the implants using smooth-surfaced implants with cortical engagement, a rigid
splinting amongst the implants is advisable which was achieved in the present case by providing immediate final prosthesis
using metal framework as a rigid splint (Figure 5). Rigid splinting of implants prevent micro-movement of the implants
during the healing phases in an implant therapy. The soft tissues showed some degree of inflammation (Figure 6) on the day
of cementation as they were manipulated during degranulation the peri-apical pathology. The patient was re-called after 1
week and then, after 1 and 6 months to evaluate the soft tissues as well as the occlusion. At the end of 6 months, the patient
reported no discomfort and was satisfied with the esthetic outcome (Figure 7) of the entire procedure.

Figure 1: Grossly destructed teeth in maxillary anterior region.
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Figure 2: CBCT revealing peri-apical lesion in relation to the endodontically treated tooth in maxillary anterior region.

Figure 3A & Figure 3B: Palatal aspect of the tooth removed using a periotome.

Figure 4: BCES EX® implant system with a smooth surface implant revealing active threads for cortical engagement.
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Figure 5: Immediate final prosthesis provided in the present case using metal framework as a rigid splint.

Figure 6: Inflamed soft tissues in the treated area due to surgical manipulation of the tissues.

Figure 7: Successful clinical and esthetic outcome in the treated case as revealed on the follow-up visit of the patient after
6 months.

DISCUSSION
Socket shield technique has successfully demonstrated its potential to preserve the buccal tissues with predictable esthetic
outcomes [4-6]. This approach helps eliminate the ridge contour changes associated with extraction and facilitates
immediate implant placement. The literature, though, is devoid in this aspect with sufficient cases and studies done in this
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regard emphasizing long term results, though, the ones published have shown promising results with high success rates [710]. The procedure involves a learning curve but can be mastered if the protocol is technically followed [11]. Other methods
involving ridge preservation and maintenance involve the use of various biomaterials to obtain results, though, that, again, is
highly unpredictable. Such techniques and procedures may, also, demand added surgical intervention which leads to
inadvertent tissue manipulation and added post-surgical morbidities. The noted advantages of the so-called socket-shield
technique lies in the fact that the use of biomaterials can be avoided which drastically reduces the cost and treatment times.
This may, also, improve chances of patient’s acceptance which was particularly observed in the present case [12]. The use
of biomaterials, also, is not requisite and recommended in all cases as there is plethora of literature supporting evidence of
successful clinical outcomes without the use of such materials [13]. The present case report, also, describes the successful
use of socket shield technique with smooth-surfaced implants using nasal cortical engagement. The technique of cortical
bone engagement has been well-documented in the literature. The implants used in this case were machined, smoothsurfaced implants with no surface roughness. Presence of such surface gives the operator the confidence that the implant
will stay unaffected even if they are exposed to oral environment and/or, residual peri-apical infections. Unfortunately, with
the use of conventional, surface-treated implants, year by year, the prevalence of peri-implantitis reported in the literature
has increased alarmingly. The existing prevalence reported for such cases in case of surface-treated implants has
been calculated between 11.3% and 47.1% [14]. Clinicians have successfully placed implants in the presence of peri-apical
lesions, though, such conditions have been documented as the cause of retrograde infection on the implant surface [15]. The
use of smooth-surfaced implants may prevent such a scenario as well as promote uneventful healing of the lesion postimplant placement [16]. Rigid splinting with the help of prosthesis along with cortical engagement permits the operator to
immediately place and load these implants, though, the existing literature is almost lacking with very few attempts made
using socket-shield technique along with immediate implant placements with the above mentioned design [17,18]. More
cases along with long-term studies are, thus, mandated to collect evidence to support this type of treatment approach.
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